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RELEASE NOTES
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Juniper Networks is pleased to introduce STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2. This 
release provides you with several resolved issues and enhanced functionality.

NOTE
Third-party RPMs are not supported on STRM Log Manager systems. Before you 
upgrade to STRM 2012.0r2, pretest your systems to determine if your deployment 
includes any third-party RPMs. For more information, see the Upgrading to STRM 
2012.0r2 Guide.

This document includes:

• New and Updated Functionality

• Technical Documentation

• Contacting Customer Support

• Patch Installation instructions

• Resolved Issues

• Known Issues and Limitations

• Documentation Addendum

New and Updated 
Functionality

STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2 provides you with the following new and updated 
functionality:

• New Virtual Appliance - This maintenance release introduces STRM Log 
Manager 8099, a virtual STRM Log Manager appliance. A virtual appliance 
enables the same visibility and functionality in your virtual network infrastructure 
that STRM Log Manager appliances offer in your physical environment. 

• Updated Event Forwarding Feature - This maintenance release updates the 
event forwarding feature.STRM now allows you to configure routing rules, 
custom rules, or both to determine what log data you want to forward and what 
routing options apply to the log data. 
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• Custom Email Notifications - This maintenance release introduces a method 
by which you can customize the subject and body of email notifications that are 
generated as rule responses. For more information, see the Configuring 
Custom Email Notifications Technical Note.

• USB Flash Drive Upgrade - In Maintenance Release 3, we introduced the 
ability to re-install certain STRM appliances using a bootable USB flash drive. 
This functionality is now available for all appliances. 

• Pending Deployment Changes Viewer - This maintenance release introduces 
functionality that allows you to view pending deployment changes. Each time 
you access the Admin tab and each time you close a window on the Admin 
tab, a banner at the top of the page displays the following message: Checking 
for undeployed changes. If undeployed changes are found, the banner 
updates to provide information about the undeployed changes.

• Improvements to the Automatic Update Feature - The Automatic Update 
window is significantly improved. You can now include Device Support Module 
(DSM) updates in your automatic updates. The improved Automatic Update 
window also provides more information about the available updates, more 
detailed error messaging, and better tools to manage your updates. 

• Improved Navigation on the Log Activity Tab - This maintenance release 
introduces Next and Previous icons on the detail pages for events. These 
icons allow you to easily navigate backward and forward through your events 
rather than requiring you return to the event list to make another selection.

Technical 
Documentation

You can access technical documentation, technical notes, and release notes 
directly from the Juniper customer support website at www.juniper.net/support/. Once 
you access the Juniper customer support website, locate the product and software 
release for which you require documentation. 

Your comments are important to us. Please send your e-mail comments about this 
guide or any of the Juniper Networks documentation to:

techpubs-comments@juniper.net. 

Include the following information with your comments:

• Document title

• Page number

Contacting 
Customer Support

To help you resolve any issues that you may encounter when installing or 
maintaining STRM Log Manager, you can contact Juniper customer support as 
follows:

• Open a support case using the Case Management link at 
http://www.juniper.net/support

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (from the United States, Canada, or Mexico) 
or1-408-745-9500 (from elsewhere).
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Patch Installation 
instructions

This procedure applies to you if you are installing STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2 as 
a patch to your current system. If you are installing STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2 
as a fresh installation, see the STRM Log Manager Installation Guide. If you are 
upgrading to STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2, see Upgrading to STRM Log Manager 
2012.0.

To install STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2:

Step 1 Download the 700_QRadar_patchupdate-7.0.0.263204.sfs patch from the Juniper 
customer support website.

www.juniper.net/support/software

Step 2 Log in to your system as root.

Step 3 Log in to your system as root.

Username: root
Password: <password>

Step 4 Copy the patch file to the /tmp directory.

NOTE
If space in /tmp is limited, copy the patch file to another location with sufficient 
space.

Step 5 Create the /media/updates directory:
mkdir -p /media/updates

Step 6 Type the following command to mount the patch file to the /media/updates 
directory:
mount -o loop -t squashfs 
700_QRadar_patchupdate-7.0.0.263204.sfs /media/updates/

Step 7 Type the following command to run the patch installer:
/media/updates/installer 

NOTE
The first time you use the patch installer script, expect a delay before the first 
patch installer menu is displayed. This delay does not occur after the first time you 
use the patch installer script.
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Step 8 Using the patch installer, install the patch on all systems in your deployment except 
secondary HA host(s). Install the patch on systems in your deployment in the 
following order:

 1 Console

 2 Event Processors

 3 Event Collectors

Resolved Issues This section describes the resolved issues in STRM Log Manager 2012.0r2:

Patch Installer Now Correctly Estimates the Amount of Free Space Required
When installing a patch on your STRM system, the patch installer calculates how 
much disk space is required on the system before attempting to unpack or install 
the patch. Previously, the patch installer incorrectly calculated the amount of free 
space required. This no longer occurs.

Cancelling a Search After the Search Completed No Longer Generates an 
Error
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, if you ran a search and then clicked Edit 
Search while the search was still in progress, the following message was 
displayed: Are you sure you want to cancel? If you did not confirm or 
cancel this message before the search completed, and then clicked OK, the 
system attempted to cancel the search after it was already complete. This issue 
sent a NullPointerException error to the log file. This no longer occurs.

Sorting Error No Longer Occurs When No Sort is in Progress
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, when you performed an event search, an error 
message may have appeared to indicate a sorting problem when there was no sort 
in progress. This no longer occurs.

Calendar Tool Now Updates Correctly When Editing an Event Search 
Associated With a Date Range 
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, if you clicked Edit Search to modify saved 
search criteria that had a specific calendar date, the calendar tool did not display 
the specified date; it displayed the current month and date. This no longer occurs.

Enhancement-Based Log Source Extension Documents Now Assign a 
Default IP Address if No IP address is Specified in the Document
Previously, enhancement-based log source extension documents did not assign a 
default IP address if no IP address was specified in the document. This no longer 
occurs.
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Custom Properties Containing Regex Statements That Include Any 
Derivative of Java.Lang.String No Longer Fail
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, custom event properties containing regex 
statements that included any derivative of the phrase java.lang.String, such as 
ring or va, failed. This no longer occurs.

Ability to Save Modified Search Criteria With the Same Name
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, if a non-administrative user modified search 
criteria that an administrative user created and saved, the system did not allow the 
user to save the search criteria using the same name, nor was the user able to 
close the Save Criteria dialog box. This no longer occurs.

If Encryption is Enabled, All Generated Email Notifications Providing a Link 
to the Console Now Provide the Correct IP Address 
The following email notifications can provide a link to your Console:

• When an event export complete

• When a search is complete

• When a new report is generated

• When a rule generates an email response

The following message is an example of an email notification:

Your export job has completed. The file size exceeds the email 
attachment limit, you can download the results using the below 
link. Note that the link is valid for one download only.

<Link to download Results>

Previously, if encryption was enabled, the notifications may have indicated the 
wrong link for the Console. This no longer occurs.

Right-Click Menu Option for Encryption in the Deployment Editor is No 
Longer Misleading
Previously, in the deployment editor, the Encrypt Traffic - off option that was 
displayed when you right-clicked an off-site source or target may have been 
misleading. This option was displayed to indicate that encryption was enabled and 
selecting this option disabled encryption, however, the opposite was true. The 
Encrypt Traffic - Off option now indicates that encryption is enabled and you can 
select this option to disable encryption.

When Deploying Configuration Changes, an Information Message is Now 
Displayed to Indicate System Impact
Previously, when configuration changes were deployed, either automatically or 
manually, no warning was displayed to indicate a brief gap in data collection. This 
patch introduces a pending deployment information message on the Admin tab. 
For more information, see New and Updated Functionality.
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Removing a Secondary HA Host No Longer Fails While the System is 
Redeploying 
Previously, on the System and License Management window, if you removed a 
secondary HA host while the system was redeploying, the following error message 
was displayed: Failed to removed High Availability on Managed Host. 
The error message did not indicate the reason why the action failed or allow you to 
try to remove the secondary HA host again. This no longer occurs.

SNMP Agent No Longer Ceases to Function After Upgrading From STRM 
2009.2 to STRM 2012.0r2
Previously, when introducing NetSNMP as the SNMP agent in STRM 2012.0, the 
default port was changed from 8001 to 161. This patch changes the default port 
back to 8001.

Restoring a Failed Secondary High Availability (HA) Host No Longer Fails if 
IPv6 Tunneling is Disabled
Previously, if you disabled IPv6 tunneling on your HA cluster, the secondary host 
failed to restart and the Failed status was displayed on the System and License 
Management window. Any attempt to restore the failed secondary HA host using 
the Restore System option in the STRM user interface failed. This no longer 
occurs.

STRM Appliances Are Now Assigned a Management IP Address if the 
Appliance is Installed Without Network Cables Physically Connected 
Previously, when installing a STRM appliance, if you did not connect the network 
cables before starting the appliance and installing STRM, none of the network 
interfaces on the Management Interface window were selected by default. If you 
pressed Enter to select Next without explicitly selecting a management interface 
and completed the installation, the STRM appliance was not assigned a 
management IP address. This no longer occurs.

Deployment Editor May Not Open in Internet Explorer (IE) 8 or 9
Previously, if you were using IE8 or IE9 to access STRM and you did not have the 
Java plugins required for use with these browser versions installed on your 
desktop system, the deployment editor may have failed to open. Now, if the 
required Java plugins are not installed, a message is displayed providing a link to 
the Java website that provides the plugins.

Log Source Time Filter Now Functions Correctly If Your Desktop System is 
in a Different Time Zone Than Your Console
On the Log Activity tab, when you add the Log Source Time filter, you must 
specify a time to filter for. Previously, the time you selected using the calendar and 
list boxes was not the time that actually got applied to the filter. The time was 
derived from your desktop system time, not the Console time as expected. If your 
desktop system was in a different time zone than your Console, this created issues 
with the validity of the filter results. This no longer occurs.
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Error No Longer Occurs if a Generated Report is Not Associated Correctly 
With the Required Accumulated Data
Previously, on the Reports tab, an error occurred if a generated report was not 
associated correctly with the required accumulated data. The following is an 
example of the error message: Unable to get virtual view with 
reference 10053 for chart Failed Logins by Username for the Past 
Week for template. This no longer occurs.

Reports No Longer Fail to Generate Email if Neither of the Email Sub-Options 
Are Selected
Previously, on the Choose the report distribution channels window of the 
Reports Wizard, if you selected the Email option but did not select at least one of 
the two following options: Include Report as an attachment (PDF / RTF only) or 
Include link to Report Console, the report failed to send the email. This no longer 
occurs.

Special Characters in Rule Names No Longer Generate Errors
Previously, on the Rules page, rules that had special characters in the Rule Name 
parameter may have generated errors. This no longer occurs.

The Source Is Located In Rule Test is Now Available
Previously, on the Rules page, the BB:CategoryDefinition: Countries with no 
Remote Access building block was preconfigured using the when the source is 
located in rule test, however, this rule test was not available in the list of rule tests. 
This no longer occurs.

Reference Set Imports Now Function Properly
The Rules page allows you to create rules to import event data into a reference 
set. Previously, in some circumstances, the configured rule may not have imported 
all matching events data in a reference set. This no longer occurs.

Ability to Filter On Other Geographic Countries and Exclude Other 
Geographic Regions from Rule Tests
Previously, the Other option was not available in the list of options for the 
Geographic Country filter on the Log Activity tab. It was also not available in the 
geographic networks list in the following rule test: and when the source IP is a 
part of any of the following geographic network locations. This made it difficult 
to exclude Other in rules and filters. This no longer occurs. 

Rule and Report Groups Now Function Properly
Previously, on the Rules page and the Reports tab, if you modified a rule or report 
to re-assign it to different groups, the change did not take effect. Also, the rule or 
report may have lost its association to any group. This no longer occurs.
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Dashboard Event Search Items Now Filter For Event Processors Properly
Previously, on the Dashboard tab, any Event Search items that were configured to 
filter for the Event Processor parameter displayed data for all Event Processors. 
This no longer occurs.

Old JAR Files Now Removed From Secondary HA Systems During Patch 
Update
Previously, when applying patches in an HA deployment, old JAR files may not 
have been removed from secondary hosts. During a failover, the old JAR files may 
have been copied back to the primary hosts. This no longer occurs.

Invalid Log Sources No Longer Associated With Custom Event Properties
Previously, invalid log sources may have been associated with some Custom 
Event Properties. This no longer occurs.

IP and MAC Addresses No Longer Fail to Update After a Failover in a 
Distributed HA Deployment
Previously, in a distributed HA deployment where the primary and secondary HA 
hosts resided on different networks, failover may have failed to complete 
successfully because the IP and MAC addresses failed to update. This 
maintenance release increases speed and adds reliability to the process of 
switching IP and MAC addresses between HA hosts during a failover.

Special Characters in Rules Names No Longer Generate Errors 
Previously, on the Rules page, rules that had special characters in the Rule Name 
parameter may have generated errors. This no longer occurs.

Page Numbering Now Calculates Correctly On the Log Activity Tab
Previously, if you configured the Results per Page setting on the Console 
Settings window to a value other than 40, the Log Activity tab initially calculated 
the total number of pages incorrectly when displaying results. This no longer 
occurs.

netSNMP Configuration Errors No Longer Incorrectly Log the Error 
Messages
Previously, netSNMP configuration errors messages may have been logged in 
/var/log/messages even when the Embedded SNMP Daemon Settings were 
not enabled on the System Settings window. This no longer occurs.

PostgreSQL Database Server No Longer Shuts Down Inappropriately During 
Patch Installation
In previous patch releases, the patch installer may have inappropriately shut down 
the PostgreSQL database server during the patch, resulting in incomplete 
installation of the patch. This no longer occurs.
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Improved Performance of the qchange_netsetup Utility
This maintenance release changes the default behavior of the qchange_netsetup 
utility to now maintain all network configurations regardless of whether they 
changed or not after you click the Finish button on the qchange_netsetup window. 
This allows you to recover from network configuration changes made outside of 
the qchange_netsetup utility. The qchange_netsetup utility also now updates the 
HWADDR value for the management interface when it is used after a hardware 
replacement.

Adding or Editing Network Objects with Multiple CIDRs No Longer Takes an 
Extended Period of Time to Process
Previously, on the Network Hierarchy window, the system performed DNS 
lookups when adding or editing a network object with more than one CIDR. The 
DNS lookups made the process of adding or editing network objects take an 
extended period of time to complete. This no longer occurs.

The qchange_netsetup Utility No Longer Takes an Extended Period of Time 
to Run
Previously, the qchange_netsetup utility may have taken an extended period of 
time to run. This no longer occurs.

Broken Deployment Links No Longer Occur Due to IMQ Failing to Recover
If the Intermediate Queue (IMQ) system service fails to start on a system, it 
attempts to repair itself by re-installing itself, which may have caused an issue with 
broken links in your deployment. This no longer occurs.

Deleting a User No Longer Requires You to Manually Deploy Your Changes
Previously, after deleting a user on the Manage Users window, you were required 
to manually deploy your changes. Now the change is automatically deployed when 
you delete a user. 

Interval Field on the Add VA Scan Window Now Validates Correctly
Previously, on the Add VA Scan window, the Interval field did not have proper 
field validations applied. The Interval field could only accept values of 1 hour or 
larger. If you typed an interval smaller than 1 hour or used an invalid character, the 
value defaulted to zero (0), which incorrectly scheduled a one-time-only scan. This 
no longer occurs. Proper field validations are in place.

Type List Box on the Add VA Scan Window Now Sorts Correctly
Previously, on the Add VA Scan window, the scanner types listed in the Type list 
box were not sorted. This no longer occurs. The scanner types are now sorted in 
ascending order.

Data Replication Failures Between Console and Managed Hosts No Long Fail 
Without Notification
Previously, if replication failed on a managed host, data replication would stay in a 
failed state until someone noticed the failed status and manually fixed the issue. 
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Now after a few failed attempts, the managed host repairs itself automatically by 
downloading a full database dump from the Console and generates a system 
notification indicating that an error occurred. 

CA Certificates No Longer Fail to Install
Previously, CA certificates failed to install if the certificate contained text other than 
certificate data. This no longer occurs. If a CA certificate file contains any text other 
that the certificate data, the text is automatically removed. 

Failed SSH Login Attempts No Longer Display Invalid Usernames in the 
Associated Audit Events
Previously, if a user failed to log in to a STRM system using SSH, the associated 
audit event displayed a value of Invalid in the Username field. This no longer 
occurs.

Event Searches No Longer Interfere With Searches on the Dashboard Tab
Previously, on the Dashboard tab, searches may not have completed when 
searches were also running on the Log Activity tab. This issue existed when four 
searches were running concurrently. Attempting to refresh the Dashboard tab or 
change from one dashboard to another resulted in the STRM user interface failing. 
This no longer occurs. Event searches no longer interfere with dashboard 
searches. 

Including XML or XLS Attachments in Report Emails No Longer Requires 
You To Select the PDF or RTF Options
Previously, on the Reports wizard, to include an XML or XLS attachment in a 
report email, you were required to select the RTF or PDF option. Now you can 
specify the XML or XLS attachment to be included in an attachment without 
requiring you to select the PDF or RTF options.

Ability to Select “Do this automatically for file like this from now on” When 
Opening PDFs on the Reports page
Previously, when viewing STRM using Mozilla Firefox as your browser, the Do this 
automatically for file like this from now on option was disabled on the dialog 
box that is displayed when you want to open a PDF from the Reports page. This 
no longer occurs. 

HTTP 401 Errors Are No Longer Logged When Configuration Services 
Download Files from the Console
Previously, when configuration services downloaded files from the Console, HTTP 
401 errors were logged in the ssl_access_log file during the standard 
authentication process. This no longer occurs. Configuration services now sends 
authentication tokens with every request and HTTP 401 errors are no longer 
displayed in the log file. 
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Known Vulnerabilities No Longer Exist on STRM Requests to Apache HTTP 
Servers
Previously, some vulnerability scanners detected an information disclosure 
vulnerability on Apache HTTP servers when Entity Tag (ETag) headers were 
enabled. This no longer occurs. Also, the Red Hat Security Response team issued 
critical security packages to fix known security issues affecting Apache HTTP 
Servers. This maintenance release applies these security packages.

Number of Event Processor Threads Increased on Certain STRM Appliances
Previously, STRM appliances with at least 24 GB of RAM and 8 CPU cores were 
configured with eight Custom Rule Engine (CRE) threads, but only four event 
parsing threads. This maintenance release increases the number of event parsing 
threads on the following appliances:

• STRM 1605

• STRM 2500 EP

• STRM 1624/1724/1824/3124

• STRM 3100/3105

Reports Summary Page in Reports Wizard Now Shows the Correct Number 
of Chart Containers
Previously, when editing a report with multiple charts in the Reports Wizard, if you 
selected a report layout on the Choose a Layout page that had fewer charts than 
the original, the Reports Summary page displayed the original number of chart 
containers. This no longer occurs.

Freshly Installed HA Secondary Hosts Can Now Be Added to Patched 
Primary HA Hosts
Previously, when creating an HA cluster, you were unable to add a secondary host 
with a fresh STRM installation to patched primary hosts if the STRM software 
version on the secondary host was more recent that the software version running 
on the primary host prior to being patched. This no longer occurs.

Multiple Log Sources Can Now Use the Same Log Source Extension Without 
Causing Conflicts In the Parsing Order
On the Log Sources window, you can configure parsing order using the 
Extension Use Condition parameter for a log source. Options include Parsing 
Override and Parsing Enhancement. Previously, two log sources could not use 
the same log source extension if one log source was configured using the Parsing 
Override option and the other was configured as Parsing Enhancement option. 
This no longer occurs. This fix removes the internal difference between override 
and enhancement. Two log sources can now have conflicting log source extension 
configurations. This fix also eliminates the possibility of a log source not correctly 
parsing events when the Extension Use Condition parameter is incorrectly 
configured.
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Syslog Messages on Port 514 Are Now Encrypted As Expected in Encrypted 
Deployments
Previously, syslog messages on Port 514 were not encrypted as expected on 
deployments where the Console and managed host were both encrypted. This no 
longer occurs.

ECS No Longer Failing to Start When the Ariel Database is Not Running
Previously, when the Ariel database failed to start due to issues with saved search 
results, the Event Collection System (ECS) may have failed to start properly until 
the Ariel database started successfully. This may have caused a gap in data 
collection. This no longer occurs.

Event Search Results Now Display While a Long Term Search is in Progress
Previously, when running a search with an extended time range on the Log 
Activity tab, the charts started to populate while the search was in progress; 
however, results may not have been displayed in the table until the search was 
100% complete. This no longer occurs.

Name Field on Saved Search Criteria No Longer Vulnerable to a Cross Site 
Scripting Attack
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, the Name parameter for event search criteria 
may have been vulnerable to a cross site scripting attack. This no longer occurs.

Loading a Search Using the Quick Search Menu No Longer Generates an 
Error
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, loading a time series search using the Quick 
Search menu may have generated the following error message: Session must 
be in the bounds of a transaction. The search loaded correctly; therefore, 
this message was inconsequential. This no longer occurs. 

Sorting Events by the Payload Parameter No Longer Fails When Real Time 
(Streaming) Mode is Paused
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, clicking the Payload column header to sort 
your search results failed when Real Time (streaming) mode is paused. This no 
longer occurs.

Null and Empty Payload Parameter Values Can Now Be Filtered
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, you were unable to filter on the Payload 
parameter for empty or null values. This no longer occurs. The following 
functionality is now available:

• The Payload contains filter now includes the is N/A or is not N/A options. 
These filter values match null or empty payloads.

• The Payload matches filter now matches null or empty payloads when you 
search using a regex value of ^$.
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• You can now right-click the Payload column in the search results window to 
select Filter on Payload Contains is N/A or Filter on Payload Contains is 
not N/A. 

Global System Notifications are Now Updated to Decrease the Volume of 
Benign System Performance Alerts
Previously, the default thresholds on the Global System Notifications window 
were configured at values that caused excessive system performance alerts. This 
maintenance release increases the default values for the System load over <x> 
minutes thresholds and removes unnecessary thresholds. 

Log Sources No Longer Fail to Send Logs To STRM When Protocol 
Configuration is Set to Log File and Service Type is Set to SCP
Previously, on the Log Sources window, if you added a log source with the 
Protocol Configuration parameter set to Log File and the Service Type field set 
to SCP, your system may have ceased to receive events from the log source. The 
log source Status parameter displayed a status of Error and the following error 
messages were displayed in the tool tip:
• ERROR - Event Collection Status: Problem gathering/parsing 

events

• ERROR - File Transfer Status: Could not transfer file(s)

• INFO - Authentication Status: Successful

This no longer occurs.

Backups No Longer Fail Due to Locked Backup Processes
Depending on the size of your backup archive, performing a backup can take an 
extended period of time to complete. Previously, if a new backup process started 
before the previous backup process completed, a lock may have been placed on 
the backup, preventing the new backup from completing. This no longer occurs. 
This maintenance release improves management of backup archives.

Patch Installation No Longer Generates Errors 
When Attempting to Start or Stop Services With Improper Names
Previously, when the patch installer started or stopped services with improper 
names, the following error may have been displayed: 

Usage: service < option > | --status-all | [ service_name [ 
command | --full-restart ] ]

This error may have also caused the patch installation to fail. This no longer 
occurs.

STRM Consoles No Longer Cease to Receive Events After a Configuration 
Backup is Restored
Previously, after restoring a configuration backup archive, events may have 
ceased to transmit from the managed host to the Console. This was due to a 
replication error between the Console and managed host. This no longer occurs.
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Print Option is No Longer Disabled After Clicking a Column to Sort Event 
Search Results
Previously, after you sorted by a column in the search results table on the Log 
Activity tab, the Actions > Print option was disabled. This no longer occurs.

Null Pointer Exception No Longer Occurs After Time Series Chart Session 
Timeout
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, when a time series chart timed out while 
refreshing, a null pointer exception was generated. This no longer occurs.

DSM Extensions Now Support Parsing of Unsigned Integers for IP Address 
Fields
Previously, DSM extensions did not parse IP addresses specified as unsigned 
integers. This no longer occurs. 

Copying Text From Microsoft Office Products into the Test Field of the 
Custom Event Properties Windows No Longer Includes XML Code
Previously, on the Custom Event Properties window, if you copied text from a 
Microsoft Office product, such as Word or Excel, and pasted it into the Test Field 
parameter, the full XML code version of the copied text was displayed in the field. 
This no longer occurs. Only the plain text version of the copied content is pasted 
and displayed in the Test Field parameter.

RADIUS Authentication Shared Secret Field in Authentication Configuration 
Window No Longer Displays as Plain Text
Previously, on the Authentication Configuration window, the Shared Secret 
field for RADIUS Authentication was displayed as plain text. This no longer 
occurs. When you type a value in the Shared Secret field, the value you type is 
replaced with asterisks (*).

Tool Tip is Now Displayed When Hovering Your Mouse Over IP Addresses 
On Log Activity Chart Legends
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, you were unable to view a tool tip by hovering 
your mouse over IP addresses in the chart legend for grouped search results. This 
maintenance release resolves this issue.

Event Processors Now Count Events Received from Event Collectors 
Properly
Previously, Event Processors counted events received from Event Collectors 
incorrectly. This no longer occurs.

Applying a New License to Increase Events Per Second (EPS) Limits No 
Longer Fails to Update the Console
Previously, after applying a new license to increase the EPS limits on a 
deployment, the EPS limit updated correctly on managed hosts, but may have 
failed to update on Consoles.This no longer occurs.
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Error No Longer Generates When Attempting to View Grouped Events in 
Real Time (Streaming) Mode
Previously, when viewing grouped events on the Log Activity tab, if you selected 
View > Real Time (streaming), the following error message was displayed: No 
results were returned. This occurred because real time streaming is not 
supported on grouped events. This maintenance release fixes this issue by 
automatically listing the events in Last Interval (auto refresh) mode when you 
select View > Real Time (streaming) while viewing grouped events.

Port-Based Rule Tests Now Accept Comma-Delimited Lists
Previously, in the Rules Wizard, port-based rule tests, such as when the source 
port is one of the following ports, did not accept comma-delimited lists. 
This maintenance release fixes this issue. Port-based rules tests now accept 
comma-delimited lists.

Error Messages for When No Data is Available for a Report Are Now 
Enhanced to Include Report Time Ranges
On the Reports tab, when you generate a report for which no data is available, the 
generated report can display the following messages in the chart container: 
Accumulated data is not available or No data for chart. This 
maintenance release enhances these messages to provide the time range the 
report was using to search for data. For example: 
Accumulated data is not available
From: Nov 21, 2011 12:00 AM GMT+00:00
To: Nov 28, 2011 12:00 AM GMT+00:00

Chart Legends for Events Per Second Dashboard Item Now Display 
Correctly
Previously, on the Dashboard tab, the chart legends for Events Per Second a 
dashboard item displayed some labels incorrectly, which may have caused 
confusion when interpreting dashboard charts. This no longer occurs.

Rules No Longer Take An Extended Period of Time to Load
Previously, when first accessing the Rules page and filtering the rules list, the 
page may have taken an extended period of time to load the rules list. This 
maintenance release decreases the length of time the Rules page takes to load 
the list of rules. 

Rule List No Longer Fails to Load if At Least One Rule Fails to Load
Previously, on the Rules page, when at least one rule failed to load, all rules 
ceased loading into the Rules list. This no longer occurs. When one rule fails to 
load, the remaining rules continue loading. The failed rules are displayed in the 
Rules list. A system notification is displayed on the Dashboard tab. The system 
notification lists the failed rules.
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ECS Restarts Only As Required Each Time Changes are Deployed
Previously, the Event Collection System (ECS) was restarted each time changes 
were deployed using the Deploy Changes icon on the Admin tab or during an 
automatic incremental deployment. This no longer occurs. Now the ECS restarts 
only when the changes being deployed require an ECS restart.

Exports No Longer Produce Incomplete Results After an Ariel_Proxy Service 
is Restarted
Previously, on the Log Activity tab, if you exported saved search results after the 
ariel_proxy service was restarted as part of a configuration deployment, the export 
may have produced incomplete results. This no longer occurs.

STRM Now Maintains DRBD Configurations After An HA Host Fails to Go 
Online Due to a Missing /Store Device
Previously, when setting an HA host online, if the HA host was unable to locate the 
/store device, it would clear the Distributed Replicated Block Device (DRBD) 
configuration. After you apply this maintenance release, if an HA host is unable to 
locate the /store device, the DRBD configuration is maintained and an error 
message is displayed.

Known Issues and 
Limitations

This section describes the known issues and limitations for the following areas:

• General

• System Configuration

• Microsoft Internet Explorer Issues

• Offenses Tab

• Log Activity Tab

• Network Activity Tab

• Reports Tab

• Dashboard Tab

• Assets Tab

• Vulnerability Assessment

• Rules Tab

General Event Searches Grouped by Log Source Group Parameter Takes an 
Extended Period of Time to Complete
If your deployment includes a large number of log sources, performing an event 
search that filters on the Log Source Group parameter may take an extended 
period of time to complete. 

Workaround: None
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Sorting and Grouping Events on Custom Properties That are Larger Than 1 
KB Fails
On the Log Activity tab, sorting and grouping events on custom properties that 
are larger than 1 KB fails. 

Workaround: None

Unable to Rerun a Search After the Saved Search Result Has Been Deleted 
From the Database
On the Manage Saved Results page of the Log Activity tab, if a saved search 
result has been removed from the database, the Status parameter for the deleted 
search results displays a value of Error. If you double-click the deleted search 
result to re-run the search, you are prompted to click OK to continue or Cancel to 
delete the entry from the list of saved searches. If you click OK to continue, the 
search fails to run and an error message is logged. 

Workaround: Contact Customer Support.

Re-using a USB Flash Drive to Re-install STRM Fails
When re-using a bootable USB flash drive to re-install STRM on an appliance, the 
re-installation fails to proceed past the MD5 checksum process. 

Workaround: During the re-installation process, quit the MD5 checksum process. 
Your re-installation will proceed.

Typing an IPv4 Address into an IPv6 Search Filter Generates an Application 
Error
On the Log Activity tab, if you type an IPv4 address into an IPv6 search filter, the 
following application error message is displayed: There was a problem 
performing the query. Please try again later.

Workaround: Avoid typing IPv4 addresses in the IPv6 search filters. 

STRM May Not Receive Data from Off-Site Sources and Targets Until You 
Deploy All Configuration Changes
After setting up and enabling off-site sources and targets, performing event 
searches on the Log Activity tab may not return results. The following error 
message is generated in the log file: Unable to find host for component 
[n], where [n] is the ID of the off-site source or target. 

Workaround: Deploy all configuration changes. On the Admin tab, select 
Advanced > Deploy Full Configuration.

Time Series Chart May Cease to Display When Changing the View to Default 
(Normalized)
On the Log Activity tab, if your view is configured to display a time series chart 
and you click the Default (Normalized) in the Display list box, the time series 
chart may cease to display.

Workaround: None
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Manage Search Results Window Not Accessible While Search is in Process 
of Being Deleted
When you delete a search result, the Manage Search Results window is not 
accessible until the deletion process is complete. 

Workaround: None

Filtering Event Lists on a Custom Property Not Functioning Properly
On the Log Activity tab, if you click Add Filter to create a filter based on a custom 
property and the filter uses the contains or does not contain option, the results 
are not filtered and the Current Filter section displays the filter option as is or is 
not. Also, custom property filters that use a value of N/A do not filter properly. 

Workaround: None

Deploying Changes Causes In-Progress Searches to Disappear
If there are searches in progress when you deploy changes on the Admin tab, the 
searches are no longer available in the Manage Search Results window.

Workaround: None

Unsaved Searches May Show a Hyphen (-) in the Expires On Column
The Expires On column on the Managed Search Results window displays a 
hyphen (-) after you perform a new unsaved search using the same criteria and 
time span as another cached search result. The hyphen value has the same 
meaning as a value of Never. This has no impact on your search functionality.

Workaround: None

Custom Event Properties Displaying All Custom Properties in a Single 
Column on CSV Export
When exporting events in Comma Separated Value (CSV) format, all custom 
event properties are displayed in a single column.

Workaround: None

CSV or XML Export of Ungrouped Search Results Displays All Available 
Columns Instead of the Selected Columns
When you perform a CSV or XML export on ungrouped search results, all available 
columns display regardless of which columns you choose to display. This does not 
occur when exporting grouped search results.

Workaround: None

Reference Set Contents are Unsearchable on the Log Activity Tab
On the Log Activity tab, there are no filters to allow you to search the contents of 
a reference set. 

Workaround: None
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Data Exports May Fail if the Size of the Exported Data is Larger than the 
Space Available on the /store/tmp Partition
Event exports may fail if the size of the exported data is larger than the space 
available on the /store/tmp partition. The system does not warn you that your data 
export is too large for the /store/tmp partition.

Workaround: None

Events Without Valid IPv4 Addresses Trigger Rules Incorrectly
Events that do not have a valid IPv4 address in the event payload for the source 
and destination parameters derive their IP address from the log source. This 
causes an issue when the log source resides in an IPv6 network. This incorrectly 
indicates that all events from the log source shares the same IP address and this 
triggers the wrong rules, such as Excessive Firewall Anomaly rules.

Workaround: None

During Periods of Heavy Processing Load, Event Searches May Display a 
Sorting Status of 0%
On the Log Activity tab, during periods of heavy processing load, event searches 
that do not return any results may display a sorting status of 0%. No error message 
is generated to indicate the search encountered an issue.

Workaround: Refresh your browser window. The search displays correctly after a 
browser refresh.

Exporting Events Takes an Extended Period of Time
On the Log Activity tab, exporting events takes an extended period of time to 
complete. 

Workaround: None

Saving Your Search Criteria While the Search is in Progress Disables Menu 
Options
When performing an event search, you can save the search criteria while the 
search is still in progress, however, after the search completes, not all menu 
options are enabled. For example, the Anomaly Detection Rule options are 
disabled. 

Workaround: Reload the saved search from the Edit Search page or save the 
search again after the search is complete.

Deleting a Saved Search Removes the Search from the Database, But the 
Saved Search is Still Displayed in the Manage Search Results Window
On the Log Activity tab, if a non-administrative user deletes a saved search, the 
saved search is still displayed on the Manage Search Results window in an error 
state, even though the search is removed from the database. 

Workaround: Double-click the saved search to view the results. You are then 
prompted to run the search again or remove the saved search result.
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STRM Elements That Reference the Network Hierarchy Objects Do Not 
Update Properly When the Network Hierarchy is Updated
STRM elements, such as rules and building blocks, are typically associated with 
objects in your network hierarchy. If you update your network hierarchy to remove 
an object associated with a STRM element, the associated element no longer 
functions. 

Workaround: None

System
Configuration

Events Per Second (EPS) Threshold May Display Incorrectly in the License 
Window
On the License window, the Events per second threshold parameter may display 
the wrong value. This value is misleading, because the EPS threshold is 
configured correctly. 

Workaround: None

Ariel Integrity Script May Fail After an Event Collection System (ECS) Restart
When log hashing is enabled for events, STRM incorrectly calculates the 
checksum if no events were detected in the previous time interval. This commonly 
occurs after the ECS restarts. Incorrectly calculated checksums may cause 
conflicts when you run the check_ariel_integrity.sh script, because the resulting 
checksum does not match the checksum QRadar calculated when the event was 
originally stored. 

Workaround: None

System Load Over 15 Minutes Setting Not Pre-Configured
On the Global System Notifications window, the System load over 15 minutes 
setting is not enabled by default and does not have a configured minimum value. 
This global system notification is recommended, but currently not enforced, for 
system load monitoring. 

Workaround: On the Admin tab, click Global System Notifications, select the 
Enabled check box for the System load over 15 minutes setting, and type 8 in 
the text box. 

Automatic Deployment May Fail After Installing a STRM Patch
After installing a STRM patch, the automatic deployment may fail to occur. An error 
message is displayed to indicate the deployment failed. The patch installs 
successfully on your Console, but fails to deploy to other hosts in your deployment.

Workaround: After installing a patch, log in to STRM user interface, click the 
Admin tab, and then select Advanced > Deploy Full Configuration.

Configuration Backup Archives Larger Than 64 MB May Fail to Restore
On the Backup Archives window, if you select a backup archive that is larger than 
64 MB and click Restore, the backup archive fails to restore. The following error is 
displayed in the qradar.log file: An exception occurred while processing 
the request. 
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Workaround: None

Usernames Do Not Support a Number Sign (#) as the First Character
STRM usernames Do Not Support a number sign (#) as the First Character. On the 
Manage Users window, you are able to save user profile details if you specify a 
username that has a number sign (#) as the first character; however, no error 
message is displayed. The username is not displayed in the QRadar user interface 
and the user is not able to log in to QRadar.

Workaround: Avoid creating usernames that have a number sign (#) as a first 
character.

Permission Errors May Occur After Restoring a Backup on a Re-installed 
System That Uses Active Directory Authentication
On systems using Active Directory authentication, permission errors may occur if 
you create a backup archive on a host, re-install STRM on the host using a 
different password, and then restore the backup archive. The new password does 
not update to all functionality that requires authentication. Deploying full 
configuration changes does not update the passwords. 

Workaround: None

The User Interface May Fail to Start After Applying a Patch
Due to improperly assigned permissions on certain configuration files, the user 
interface may fail to start after applying a patch.

Workaround: None

Services May Fail to Start If Your /store/backup Directory Contains Network 
File System (NFS) Backups
In the Using NFS for STRM Backups Technical Note, we recommend that you 
mount your NFS storage solution to the /store/backup/ directory. Unfortunately, if 
the /store/backup/ directory contains many backup files, the Hostcontext service 
may fail to start other services. 

Workaround: None

STRM Objects May Be Associated to Deleted Users
After deleting a user, STRM objects, such as reports and saved searches, may 
remain associated to the deleted user. There is no option for re-assigning the 
objects to a current user. 

Workaround: Contact Customer Support.

Upgrades May Fail if the Database Replication to Remote Managed Hosts 
Takes an Extended Period of Time to Complete
Upgrading a distributed STRM deployment involves replicating the database from 
your Console to all managed hosts. Database replication to remote hosts may take 
an extended period of time, causing the upgrade to time out and fail.

Workaround: None
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LDAP Permissions May No Longer Be Correct After Restoring a 
Configuration Backup
After restoring a configuration backup, the permissions configured for your LDAP 
authentication may no longer be valid. 

Workaround: None

Deployment Editor Times Out When Inactive for Extended Period of Time
If you leave the deployment editor open and inactive for an extended period of 
time, the deployment editor could time out due to inactivity.

Workaround: To close the deployment editor, access your operating system’s task 
manager and terminate the deployment editor process.

HA Failover Does Not Generate a System Notification or Audit Log Event
In an HA deployment, when the primary Console goes offline and the secondary 
Console takes over as the active host, no system notification or audit log event is 
generated. 

Workaround: None

Identity Information from Off-Site Sources and Targets May Not Process 
Correctly
When event data is forwarded to or from an off-site source or target, the system 
may not process identity information. The filters on the Log Activity tab function 
properly, however, the identity table in the event details window is not updated. 

Workaround: We recommend that you forward data to and from off-site systems 
using syslog. 

Microsoft Internet
Explorer Issues

Windows May Display the Dashboard Tab Temporarily While Loading
If you are using IE8 to access STRM, windows may display the Dashboard tab 
temporarily while loading the true content of that window. For example, if you click 
False Positive on the Log Activity tab, the False Positive window should load. 
Instead, the Dashboard tab is displayed temporarily before the False Positive 
window is displayed. This symptom may be more pronounced on a system with a 
slow network connection.

Workaround: None

Excessive Web Browser Memory Consumption
When you are using IE to access STRM over an extended period of time, 
excessive amounts of memory are consumed and may eventually cause the 
browser to cease functioning. 

Workaround: Periodically minimizing your browser window releases memory 
consumption and significantly increases the amount of time before a browser 
crash.
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Log Activity Tab Filtering on the Event Processor Parameter Yields Incorrect Results
On the Log Activity tab, if you add the Event Processor column to your search 
results, and then right-click a value in the Event Processor column to apply the is 
not equal filter to exclude events from that Event Processor, the results display 
only events sent from the Event Processor you want to exclude. This no longer 
occurs.

Unable to Remapping Events That Are Mapped to the Unknown/Stored 
Events Category
Using the Map Event button available on the Event Details window, you can map 
events to the Unknown/Stored category. Please note that after you map an event 
to the Unknown/Stored category, you cannot change the mapping. STRM does not 
allow events in the Unknown/Stored category to be remapped to a new category.

Workaround: Avoid mapping events to the unknown/stored category. 

Grouped Event Count is Incorrect When Investigating Events Grouped By 
Event Processor
When performing an event search that is grouped by the Event Processer 
parameter, the event count displayed next to the Multiple link on the results page 
does not match the number of results returned after you click the Multiple link. The 
event count in the original search is correct. 

Workaround: None

AccountName Custom Event Property Does Not Parse Correctly
If the value for the AccountName custom event property is a phrase that contains 
spaces, the value is truncated at the first space. For example, Test Group 1 
becomes Test.

Workaround: None

EventID (Custom) Filter May Not Filter Correctly
On the Log Activity tab, the EventID (Custom) filter is not filtering correctly. The 
filter should search for an Event ID that directly matches your filter criteria, 
however, it looks for all Event IDs that contain your filter criteria. For example, 
when searching for an Event ID of 624, the filter results could include 4624. 

Workaround: None

Reports Tab Japanese Characters May Not Display Properly in Reports
After upgrading to this maintenance release, generated reports may not display 
Japanese characters properly. 

Workaround: Using SSH, log in to STRM as the root user and enter the following 
command: 

cp -a /opt/qradar/conf/reporting/templates/non-european/language.xsl /opt/qradar/conf/reporting/templates/
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XML Reports May Display Truncated Payloads
On the Reports tab, the Payload column is truncated in generated XML reports. 
Some records may also be missing from reports and spaces may be displayed as 
square characters.

Workaround: None

Legend Colors Do Not Match Bar Chart Colors When Graphing Time on the 
Horizontal Axis
In generated reports that include a bar chart configured to display time on the 
horizontal axis, the bar chart may display all bars in the same color even though 
the chart legend displays colors assigned to each time range.

Workaround: None

Report Generation May Time Out
On the Reports tab, a report may time out while it is generating. The Reporting 
Execution Time Limit parameter on the System Settings window is set to 12 
hours by default. A non-configurable parameter enforces a time limit on searching 
events for the report. Unfortunately, the non-configurable parameter may override 
the Reporting Execution Time Limit parameter.

Workaround: None

Reports May Generate PDFs When the PDF Checkbox is Clear
When editing a report, if you clear the PDF check box on the Choose a report 
format page of the Reports Wizard, the PDF is still generated with the report and 
distributed through email.

Workaround: None

Report Does Not Generate Successfully if Configured With A Deleted Event 
Search
If you delete an event search that is included in a report template, no warning is 
displayed on the STRM user interface. Subsequently, any report template that 
includes a deleted event search does not generate reports successfully. 

When a report fails to generate because the associated event search was deleted, 
the following error message is logged in the error log:
Sep  1 01:18:10 127.0.0.1 [report_runner] [main] 
com.q1labs.reporting.ReportServices: [ERROR] 
[NOT:0000003000][172.16.77.106/- - ] [-/- -]Can't load custom 
view param data for id 7bc0c606-3b2e-412e-8a6a-de16f767187d in 
template admin#$#95c58892-310b-4bc9-bfbd-091e8b79cee5.xml

Workaround: None

Chart Legends in Generated Reports May Display Truncated Legend Labels
On the Reports tab, generated reports may include charts that have legends 
displaying truncated legend labels.
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Workaround: None

Chart Legends May Not Display Correctly in Generated Reports
On the Reports tab, generated reports containing a chart may display the chart 
legend incorrectly when the chart represents many objects.

Workaround: None

Dashboard Tab Dashboard Searches May Send Excessive Errors to the qradar.log File When 
Searches Timeout
On the Dashboard tab, when multiple event search items are running on a 
dashboard and the network connection to the Ariel database is slow, the searches 
may timeout and then restart. The timeout threshold for dashboard searches is 10 
seconds. Each time a dashboard search times out, a warning message is sent to 
qradar.log. These messages are mostly benign, however, they may fill your 
qradar.log file. 

Workaround: For a workaround that involves increasing the timeout threshold for 
dashboard searches, contact Customer Support.

Errors May Occur When Detaching Dashboard Items from the Tab
On the Dashboard tab, when you detach an item, an error may occur if the chart 
within the items takes an extended amount of time to display. 

Workaround: None

Rules Tab “BB: FalsePositive: SNMP Sender and Receiver False Positive Categories” 
Includes an Invalid Test
On the Rules page, the BB: FalsePositive: SNMP Sender and Receiver False 
Positive Categories building block includes an invalid test. The and where the 
Event Category for the event is one of the following test is not valid. Rules that 
include this building block generate unnecessary events. 

Workaround: Remove the where the Event Category for the event is one of the 
following test from the BB: FalsePositive: SNMP Sender and Receiver False 
Positive Categories building block.

Rules That Specify a Port Number Greater Than 32767 in the “source or 
destination port is” test Does Not Function Correctly
In the Rules Wizard, rules that include the source or destination port is test do 
not generate events if the specified port number is greater than 32767. 

Workaround: None

Text Field Length Not Limited in the Rules Wizard
In the Rules Wizard, text field lengths are not limited; however, typing too many 
characters in these text fields may cause an application error.

Workaround: Limit your text fields to 2048 or less characters. 
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Duplicate Building Blocks After Upgrading to STRM 2012.0r1
When upgrading to STRM 2012.0r1, you are asked to choose one of four tuning 
options. In the upgrade script, we recommend that you choose option 1. If you 
choose options 2, 3, or 4, many building blocks are duplicated. This duplication 
does not cause any rules to cease functioning, however, locating specific building 
blocks and rules for updating may be confusing. 

Workaround: We recommend that you choose option 1 during the upgrade. All 
rules, saved searches, custom properties, and reports are reset to the STRM 
2012.0r2 default tuning template. You can also restore the default tuning template 
after an upgrade by running the template_setup script. 

CAUTION
If you run the template_setup script, all custom rules, searches, and reports are 
removed and need to be recreated. We recommend that you note custom tuning 
so that you can reproduce it after the upgrade.

“Anomaly: Potential Honeypot Access” Rule Description References 
Functionality That No Longer Exists in STRM 2012.0r2
The description for the Anomaly: Potential Honeypot Access rule is not 
accurate, however, the rule functions properly. The description references 
Network Surveillance tab functionality, which no longer exists in STRM 2012.0r2.

Workaround: None

The Event Name Specified in the Rules Wizard Response Window Does Not 
Display in the Log Activity Tab
When creating or modifying a rule, you can specify the name of the event that is 
created as a response to the rule. When the rule generates an event, the event 
name does not match the event name you specified. It specifies the low-level 
category name. The event name you specified is located in the payload of the 
event. 

Workaround: None

New Building Blocks May Not Display Immediately in the List of Building 
Blocks
On the Rules page, the list of building blocks does not display newly created 
building blocks until after the Tomcat service is restarted.

Workaround: Restart the Tomcat service.

Documentation 
Addendum

This section includes documentation updates, including:

• Field Label Change in the Report Wizard - The Include Report as 
attachment (PDF/RTF) option in the Reports Wizard is relabelled to Include 
Report as attachment (non-HTML only). 
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• New System Setting - On the System Settings window, in the Embedded 
SNMP Daemon Settings panel, a new parameter is added. In the Daemon 
Port parameter, you can type the port you want to use for sending SNMP 
requests. 

• New Filtering Capabilities in the Rule Wizard - The Rule Wizard now 
provides a Type to filter text field on the Rules Stack Text Editor page, which 
allows you to type text on which you want to filter the list of rule tests for. This 
Type to filter text box is also available on the list of categories, which is 
displayed when you click the categories link in a rule test on the Rules Stack 
Text Editor page of the Rule Wizard.
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